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Abstract. Agents with web services based interfaces have service description 
encoded in machine-understandable formats so that they can easily interact 
with other agents. Therefore, locating right agents and combining them to form 
more complex services becomes increasingly an important task on the Web. 
However, when there are a large number of web services based agents available, 
it is non-trivial to quickly discover and combine them to satisfy the given re-
quest. Toward this problem, in this paper, we propose to adopt solutions devel-
oped in the context of AI search and planning. In particular, we present two al-
gorithms, BF-SATPlan and BF*, that can flexibly compose web services using 
a succinct data structure and fast planning technique.  

1   Introduction 

Web services [1] are a piece of XML-based software interface that can be invoked 
over the Internet, and can be roughly viewed as a next-generation successor of 
CORBA or RPC technique. Currently, web services are often considered as one of 
the most vital building blocks to fully achieve the vision of the “Semantic Web.” In 
short, web services have a collection of XML-based functions API with input/output 
parameters. To retrieve specific answers (i.e., output parameters), therefore, one has 
to find a right web service (or a set of web services combined), and invoke a right 
function with needed input parameters. Consider the following motivating example. 

(Example 1.) When a web service, w , is invoked with input parameters, , it re-
turns the output parameters, . In general, “all” input parameters in must be 
provided (i.e., input parameters are mandatory). For instance, consider the following 
web service, 

inw

outw inw

findResturant, (for simplicity, let us assume that all types are string): 
<message name= ‘findRestaurant_Request’> 
      <part name= ‘zip’ type=’xs:string’> 
      <part name= ‘foodPref’ type=’xs:string’> 
      <part name= ‘streetAddress’ type=’xs:string’></message> 
<message name= ‘findRestaurant_Response’> 
      <part name=’name’ type=’xs:string’> 
      <part name=’phone’ type=’xs:string’></message> 



This web service can be captured as: win = {zip, foodPref, streetAddress} and wout = 
{name, phone}. Suppose a user, , is looking for the name of “Thai” restaurant near 
a hotel. First, if u knows the zip code, u can invoke w by providing three necessary 
input parameters {16801, Thai, 243blue}. Second, if u does not know the zip code of 
the hotel, then u first has to obtain the zip code by invoking other web service, say 

u

findZipcode, that may return the zip code when a street address is given. That is, u 
has to invoke findZipcode, followed by w. We refer to the first case as “discovery” 
and the second case as “composition.” The main problem that we consider in this 
paper is how to quickly “compose” web services when thousands of them are avail-
able. ■ 

As the usage of web services proliferates dramatically, however, the number of 
available web services increases as well, and finding the right web services becomes 
a non-trivial task. Therefore, in this paper, we study about “how to quickly find or 
compose the right web services among a large number of candidate web services (in 
thousands and more) to choose from?.” Toward the problem, we make three contri-
butions in this paper: (1) a succinct data structure using Bloom Filter [2] to facilitate 
parameter matching between web services; (2) SAT based exhaustive search algo-
rithm for small and static case (BF-SATPlan); and (3) A* based greedy search algo-
rithm for large and dynamic case (BF*). The overview of our approaches is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of our approaches.

2   Overview of Main Results 

A set of web services is denoted by W, and the request of a client (e.g., software agent) 
is denoted by r. Both and Ww∈∀ r  have input and out parameters. When a client r 
can invoke a web service w, since u has to provide all input parameters of w, 

is the necessary condition for the invocation (Note that we ignore the data 
type of parameters in this paper). That is, all necessary input parameters of w must be 
readily available to r to begin with. Therefore, to quickly check if a web service r can 
invoke another one w, one needs to quickly compute the “membership” (e.g., 

inin wr ⊇



inin wr ⊇ ). For this issue, we propose an efficient hash-based indexing structure using 
Bloom Filters (Section 3). 

When a thousand of web services are available, and a single web service cannot 
satisfy the given request alone, then one has to “combine” multiple ones. Then, it is 
possible to have many “solutions” that correctly satisfy the given request while being 
very different in terms of their performances. For instance, to satisfy a request r, one 
solution may need only two web services, w1 and w2. On the other hand, another 
solution may require to invoke ten web services, w1, ... , w10.  The upper-bound of all 
possible combinations of n web services invocation is its power set, 2n, which is 
prohibitively expensive to enumerate and evaluate one by one. Toward this issue, we 
propose to convert the web service composition problem into the propositional satis-
fiability problem (SAT). Since it is known that graph planning can be efficiently 
solved as SAT, then we can find the optimal solution for the given request using one 
of the developed techniques for SAT problem (e.g., integer linear programming). Our 
proposed solution, named as BF-SATPlan, is thus suitable for a small to medium 
sized web services (e.g., 285 nodes) and the status of web services community is 
static and tightly coupled (Section 4). 

Lastly, among all possible correct “solutions”, the optimal solution may not be al-
ways needed. For such a case, we propose a search algorithm, named as BF*, that 
finds a sub-optimal solution – very quickly (Section 5). Using the competitive A* 
algorithm popular in many AI search problems, we show how to capture the web 
service composition problem into the graph search problem, and how to encode heu-
ristics needed for A* algorithm. When a number of web services are huge (thus find-
ing the optimal solution is infeasible) or the status of web services community is 
dynamic (thus web services may join or leave at any time), then this BF* algorithm is 
suitable.  

In the following three sections, our major contributions are discussed in detail. 

3   Fast Membership Checking with Bloom Filters 

A Bloom Filter [2] is a simple space efficient randomized data structure for represent-
ing a set in order to support membership queries efficiently. Since it is based on a 
myriad of hash functions, it takes O(1) to check the membership, and its space effi-
ciency is achieved at the small cost of errors. In the context of our problem, the idea 
is the following. For a web service, w, with  and , 

two corresponding bloom filers are prepared, and , respectively, where the 
bloom filter is a vector of m bits initialized to 0. Further, k independent hash functions, 

, are given, each with the output range , in sync with m bits of 

bloom filters. Then, each parameter (resp. ) is fed to k hash func-

tions, and each bit at positions  in  (resp. 

in ) is set 1.  
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If the bits at some positions were set to 1 by previous hash functions (due to hash 
collision), do nothing. Once all parameters in  and are processed this way, the 

bloom filters, and , become a succinct in representation of potentially long 
list of input and output parameters of a web service. To check the membership if 

, one checks the bits at positions  in . If any of them 
is 0, then one concludes that 

inw outw
w
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inwX ∉  for sure. Otherwise, one concludes that 
with a small probability of being false. To merge two bloom filters, simple 

OR of two is sufficient. The salient feature of bloom filter is that one can control the 
probability of false positive by adjusting m, k, p, and q — the precise probability is 

known as [3]: 
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tions (i.e., k =5), 10 bits in bloom filter, and upto 100 input/output parameters (i.e., 

m
qp )( + = 10), the probability of errors becomes mere 0.00943.  

4   BF-SATPlan  

Our proposal, named as BF-SATPlan, is principally derived from the SAT encodings 
proposed in [4], which showed that planning problems can be efficiently solved by 
general propositional satisfiability algorithms. However, the satisfiability problems 
typically work in the so-called “closed world assumption” (i.e., all relevant facts are 
known). However, in our setting, not all facts about web services are known in the 
beginning. That is, initially, one may only know a name list of web services (maybe 
from some UDDI-based directory system), but do not necessarily know which one 
can serve what requests, etc. To solve this issue, BF-SATPlan consists of two steps: 
(1) build a regression graph out of all web services; and (2) encode the planning 
problem as the SAT problem on the regression graph, and solve it using integer 
linear programming (ILP) technique.     

4.1 Web Services Matching as Propositional Logic 

Checking if a web service can invoke another web service or not can be captured as 
propositional logic statements. A pre-condition of w , Prew, specifies the state of the 
world needed for a successful execution of . Symmetrically, a post-condition of , 
Post

w w
x, specifies facts that must be valid (true) after w  has finished its execution. 

Therefore, a web service specification can be expressed in a propositional logic: Prew 

⇒Postw . For a request r  with input parameters  and output parameters  , the 
following holds: 

inr outr



Proposition 1 A web service w  can answer r  iff (( inr ⊇ inw ) ⇒ Prew) and ( Postw 

⇒ ( ⊆ ( )) □ outr inr U outw

That is, if  , then since all required input parameters of w can be provided, 
r can invoke w, satisfying the pre-condition of w. Since Pre

inr ⊇ inw
w implies Postw, 

( ) is valid and what is desired in is a subset of ( ), reaching the 
goal.  

inr U outw outr inr U outw

Next, consider a case when multiple web services must be “combined” or “com-
posed” to satisfy the request. Given a request r  and two web services  x  and , for 
instance, suppose one can invoke 

y
x  using inputs in , but the output of inr x  does not 

have what we look for in :  ((outr inin xr ⊇ )⇒ Prex) ∧  ¬( Postx ⇒ (  ⊆ 
( ) )). Symmetrically, the output of generates what we look for in , but 
one cannot invoke  directly since it expects inputs not in : ¬((

outr

inr U outw y outr
y inr inin yr ⊇ )⇒ Prey) 

 ( Post∧ y ⇒ ( ⊆ ( ) ). Furthermore, using initial inputs of  and the 
outputs of 

outr inr U outy inr
x , one can invoke : (y inoutin yxr ⊇)( U ) ⇒ Prey. Then, the request can 

be satisfied by the logical flow: ((
r

inin xr ⊇ )⇒ Prex) ∧  ( Postx ⇒  Prey)  ( Post∧ y ⇒ 
(  ⊆ ( ) ). Based on this observation follows the following Lemma 
(proof is omitted for the interest of space):  

outr inr U outw U outy

Lemma 1 A chain of web services, , can “jointly” answernww ⇒⇒K1 r , iff   
(( ) ⇒ )  ( ⇒ )1

inin wr ⊇ 1Pr we ∧ 1wPost 2Pr we ∧ … ∧  ( ⇒ )1−nwPost nwePr ∧  ( ⇒ 

( ))□ 

nwPost
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4.2 Regression Graph  

 
Imagine message (as shown in Example 1) are interchanged among web services 
based agents. Each agent will have a set of agents that they can invoke, and in turn a 
set of agents who can invoke them. In this step, we aim at drawing such a “map” that 
shows these invocation relationships.  

Table 1. Definitions of operators for Regression Graph (m’ and m are parameter sets).  

Operator   Definition 
  mm =⊕ ' m’ fully matches  iff .  m mm ⊇'

 ( ) mm =◊ ' m’ partially matches  iff m )())'(( ' mmm m =⊕¬∧≠ φI .  

 ( ) mc =⊗
A set of parameters  conjunctively match  iff 

( : 

},,,{ 21 nmmmc K= m
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i
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1=

⊇ m , mim =◊ ) where .  2≥n



Table 1 illustrates three “relationship” (i.e., operators) that we use in constructing 
the regression graph using the notions introduced in Section 4.2. 

For example,  means a request r only partially matches a web service w, 

and if c = and 
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on these concepts, the BF-Regression Graph is denoted by 6-tuple 

inout rr \

GGoutinGG DErrCW ,,,,,  where (1)  is a collection of nodes made of web services 
; (2)  is a collection of conjunctive nodes; (3) the edge 

set

GW
Ww∈ GC

GE )()()()()( outinoutGinGG rCrCrWrWCW ×××××⊆ UUUU ; (4) is a set 
of “dead” nodes such that  ¬∃

GG WD ⊆
Ww∈' : ( inw w

out
=⊕ ' ) ∨ ( inr w

in
=⊕ ) ∨ ( inw w

out
=◊ ' ) ∨ 

( ); and (5) and are the initial and goal nodes, respectively. Initially, 

= = = =
inr w

in
=◊ inr outr

GW GC GE GD φ .  We first define a regression process. 

Regression process: for each Ww∈ , 

Step-1: If  is the dead node, update  by w GD }{wDD GG U= . Stop. 
Step-2: If , a directed arc incident from w  to , that is,  is gener-

ated and . Stop. 
outr w

in
=⊕ inr

inrwe →

}{
inrwGG eEE →= U

Step-3: For Ww∈∀ '  satisfying inw w
out
=⊕ ' , a directed arc,  is generated to con-

nect  with . . 
'wwe →

w 'w }'{wWW GG U= }{ 'wwGG eEE →= U . 
Step-4: For  Wc ⊆∀  such that )\( ininc rw=⊗ , a conjunction node  is generated 

and a directed arc incident from w  to ,  is also generated. 

. 

gc

gc
gcwe →

}{ gGG cCC U= }{
gcwGG eEE →= U . Then, for , 

. Finally, directed arcs,  are generated to link  with 

and . 
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Fig. 2. BF-Regression Graph for Example 1



Procedure 1 (Extracting BF-Regression graph from inout rrW ,, ) 

The graph is obtained by iterating the Regression process on inout rrW ,, . Note that 
any frequently occurring matching process (i.e., ⊕ , ◊  and ⊗ ) pertinent to the Re-
gression process, will be efficiently handled by Bloom filter technique in Section 3. 
The procedure follows three steps: 

1. Find a set }|{ outw rWws
out
=⊕∈=  and }|{ outc rWct =⊗⊆= . If φ≠s  ∨ 

φ≠t , proceed to next step. Otherwise, no plan exists. 
2. Regard as a web service and apply the Regression process. outr
3. Apply the Regression process on GWw∈∀ until ( ∈w GD ) ∨ ( inr w

in
=⊕ ). 

If applying the Procedure 1 to Example 1, we have the regression graph in Fig. 2. 
Now, we define two preliminary notions for second procedure: 
(1) and (2) , where inGGl rCWDj UU⊆ inGc rWCj

g
U⊆ outG rWl U∈∀ and Gg Cc ∈∀ . 

• Let }|{ lrCWks kinGG =⊕∈= UU . If φ≠s , l has sDjl = . Each element of 
satisfy  disjointly. lDj lePr

• has , that is, a set of child nodes which satisfy conjunctively . gc
gcCj

gcePr

4.3 Satisfiability Problem as Integer Linear Programming  

Procedure 2 (Converting Regression BF graph GGoutinGG DErrCW ,,,,,  to ILP) 
This procedure is motivated by the well known SATPlan encodings [4]. In SATPlan, 
a satisfiability (SAT) problem can be expressed as integer linear program (ILP) by 
converting the CNF clauses in SAT problem to 0-1 linear inequalities [12]. For in-
stance, can be re-written as 321 xxx ¬∨∨ }.1,0{,,;1)1( 321321 ∈≥−++ xxxxxx  

The resulting ILP formulation of Regression BF graph is summarized as follows: 

Variables: For all nodes belonging to the Regression graph, we have Boolean vari-
ables: , ,  and = 0 or 1. Where (resp. ) comes from (resp. ). 

(resp. ) corresponds to the node of (resp. ). 

iw ic inr outr iw∀ ic∀ GW GC

inr outr inr outr

Constraints: Initially, =0 if comes from  but =1 and =1 because a 
request 

iw iw GD inr outr
r is assumed to be given. Other constraints are as follows. 

• Conjunctive constraints: ic ≤  k  , icCjk∈∀ . 

• Disjunctive constraints: l ≤ ∑
=

n

i
ik

1
 , li Djk ∈∀ , if φ≠lDj . 

Objective Function: The objective function can be set to multiple criteria (e.g., price, 
duration or reliability). Accordingly, the ILP can compose the service composite to 
optimize the selected objective function. 



If applying the Procedure 2, we can formulate example-1 as an ILP such a way as 
to minimize the size of a composite web service as following compact form: 

}}1,0{},{\,1,1:min{ 3∈==≥ outinoutin
TT rrxrrMxBx    0,  (1) 
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M ]0,0,0,1,1[=B , ,  and 0 

is that all zeros vector. It is clear to obtain the solution of (1). Since there is only one 
tree to connect and , hence  

],,,,[ 1
21

outin rrcwwx =

inr outr ]1,1,1,1,1[=x  and . 2=TBx
It should be noted that the increasing size of the BF-Regression graph in procedure 

1 has significant negative impact on the computational time for solving ILP formu-
lated in procedure 2. In general, the computational complexity for binary integer 
program is known as NP-complete, that is, by a brute-force enumerative 
algorithm where n is the number of Boolean variables and m is the number of con-
straints. In our problem, the number of the BF-Regression graph corresponds to 

and number of constraints m  increase in proportion to . However, some algo-
rithms including Branch & Bound offer much better average performance than com-
plete enumeration. In [12], an ILP with 285 nodes was solved in 1400 seconds using 
their suggested novel method. Nonetheless, we suggest to limit the application of BF-
SATPlan to the small size of search space because the computational time increases 
exponentially as the number of nodes increases. 

)2( mnO n

n n

5   BF*: A* Based Graph Search Algorithm 

In our previous work [6], we presented a preliminary idea of BF* and stratified flood-
ing algorithms for dynamic web service composition problem, Here, we elaborate 
them with new analysis result.  
 
5.1 Stratified Flooding Algorithm  

Lemma 1 readily suggests a naive fixedpoint algorithm for solving the case as shown 
in Algorithm 1. Let Ω (resp. Σ) be a set of web services that have been visited so far 
(resp. a set of parameters gathered so far). At each iteration, new set of web services, 
δ, are found that can be invoked using Σ. Since there are only finite number of web 
services, W , and each iteration adds only “new” set of web services (i.e., w ∉ Ω), the 
iterations must end. At some point, if Σ ⊇ outr , then it means that using the parame-
ters gathered so far (i.e., Σ), one can get the desired output parameters in , thus 
solving the case of Lemma 1. The naive stratified flooding algorithm in Algorithm 1 

outr



is simple but inefficient since it finds “all” web services (i.e., flooding) that can be 
invoked, and accumulate them into Ω.  

Algorithm 1: Stratified Flooding Algorithm Algorithm 2: BF* Algorithm
let  all web services,  and 

; 
←W φ←Ω

inr←Σ

print , “⇒ ”; inr
while  do )( outr⊇Σ¬

};,,|{ Σ⊆Ω∉∈← Uinin rwwWwwδ  
           ;δUΩ←Ω

           );(UU
δ∈

Σ←Σ
w outw

          print  ;"", ⇒δ
print ; outr

let  all web services,  and ←W φ←Ω

inr←Σ ; 
print , “ ”; inr ⇒
while )( outr⊇Σ¬ do 

};,,|{ Σ⊆Ω∉∈← Uinin rwwWwwδ  

           ));MIN(    min f(wwithww ←

           ;minwUΩ←Ω

           ;min
outwUΣ←Σ

          print ;  "",min ⇒w
print ; outr

5.2 BF* Graph Search Algorithm  

A* algorithm is a heuristics-based competitive search algorithm. At each state, it 
considers some heuristics-based cost to pick the next state with the lowest cost. BF* 
algorithm based on the A* algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2. In our context, A* 
algorithm can be captured as follows. Given a set of candidate web services to visit 
next, N (∉Ω), one chooses n(∈N) with the “smallest” f(n) (=h(n) + g(n)) such that: 

h(n)= |))\(/(|1 outout nr IΣ ,  g(n)= |Ω|  

That is, the remaining parameters of that are yet to be found are \Σ. Then, 
the intersection of this and  is a set of parameters that n helps to find. The more 
parameters n finds, the bigger contribution n makes to reach to the goal. Therefore, 
A* favors the n whose contribution to find remaining parameters is the max (i.e., h(n) 
is the smallest). In order words, our heuristics is based on the hypothesis that “visiting 
a web service with bigger contribution would find the goal faster than otherwise.” 

The missing operational semantics of BF* algorithm is similar to that of A* algo-
rithm (e.g., using OPEN and CLOSED priority queues or normalizing h(n) and g(n) 
properly before addition). Note that more details may be found in [6].  

outr outr

outn

5.3 Numerical analysis 

We denote web service cluster by Θ  that contains web services with similar func-

tions,  thus . Similarly, we assume that, and . 

For the analysis purpose, we define unit accordance rate 
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||/||)( outoutout wwUA ΘΘ= I ,       where Θ∈w   

Now, we can consider an example where we need to create one feasible itinerary 
by composing web services selected from five web service clusters, {Airway, Rent-
Car, Itinerary, Hotel, Insurance}. In this example, we assume that for , 

is distributed with fixed interval over from 0 to . In addition, we 

assume that if there is a combination 

Θ∈∀ iw
)( iwUA )(max i

w
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, then . For example, if U
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i

wC
∈

= outcout
Θ=⊗ 4|| =Θi and =0.5, then 

we can have four web services whose  are 0.5, 0.375, 0.25 and 0.125, respec-
tively. Furthermore, if we gather the first three web services, we will then obtain  
because (0.5+0.375+0.25) > 1 according to the assumption. Finally, we assume that 

|  is the same, .  
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Fig. 5. Comparison two algorithms over case A and B  

We can get two numerical simulation results in Fig. 5. | Ω| is important to under-
stand how efficient an algorithm is because it represents the number of web services 
visited. The better an algorithm is, the smaller | Ω| becomes. In Fig. 5, BF* shows 
better performance against the striated flooding algorithm – as ||Θ increases and 
maximum unit accordance rate of Θ goes close to 1. It is reasonable because BF* 
reduces | Ω| by forcing not to visit a web service n’ with small h(n’) after it achieve 

.  outΘ
The main assumption underlying this simulation is that web services would be 

clustered according to their similarity in terms of input and output parameters and 
even important is that there would be a few dominant web services reflecting each 
cluster. Through this simulation, we showed that in particular, BF* has good per-
formance under the assumption.  In practice, this assumption is considered valid in 
the sense that mainly, one or two competitive firms provide the professional web 



services enough to dominate the corresponding market. As a future work, we plan to 
perform more extensive simulation analysis by changing the distribution of . )( iwUA

6   Related Work 

STRIPS [7] is the first major AI planning system that was designed in 1971. The 
STRIPS language describes actions in terms of their preconditions and effects and 
describes the initial and goal states as conjunctions of positive literals. Partial order 
planning (POP) algorithms that dominated the field till mid 90s, explore the space of 
plans without committing to a totally ordered sequence of actions. They work back 
from the goal, adding actions to the plan to achieve each sub-goal. GRAPHPLAN [8] 
is based on processing planning graphs by using a backward search to extract a plan 
and allowing for some partial ordering among actions. A planning graph can be con-
structed incrementally, starting from the initial state. Each layer contains a superset of 
all the literals or actions that could occur at that time step and encodes mutual exclu-
sion, relations among literals or actions that cannot co-occur. Planning graphs yield 
also useful heuristics for state-space and partial order planners. 

[9] introduced the planning as satisfiability approach and the SATplan algorithm 
which is inspired by the success of the greedy local search for satisfiability problems. 
the SATplan algorithm translates a planning problem into propositional axioms and 
applies a satisfiability algorithm to find a model that corresponds to a valid plan. [5] 
is an excellent survey of modern planning, concentrating on, respectively, partial 
order planning, and GRAPHPLAN and SATplan. 

Table 3. Comparison of three web service composition approaches.  

Item METEOR-S Proteus Our Approach 

Planning 
Manual composing a 
template of plans (se-

mantic matching) 

Manual composing a 
template of plans 

(semantic matching) 

Automatic through AI 
techniques 

(syntactic matching) 
Alloca-

tion 
Allocating web services 

in design stage 
Auto-allocating web 

services while executing  
Planning and allocating 
occur at the same time 

Execu-
tion BPEL execution Automatic N/A 

Misc. 

Allocation satisfying 
constraints (e.g., mini-

mum service cost 
among alternatives) 

Allocation based on 
scheduling policies (e.g., 
Least response time) and 

SQL user query 

Presenting two algo-
rithms for both tightly 
and loosely coupled 

business environment 

As dynamic discovery of web services and composition problem, run-time adapta-
bility of a composed process is another research issue in this area. METEOR-S [10] 
project has addressed this issue for workflows. This allows the process designers to 
bind web services to an abstract process, based on business and process constraints 
and generate an executable process. Proteus [13] was suggested as a framework that 
consumes a user request to compose a plan that incorporates available web services, 



and execute the plan seamless. We compare these two approaches with our sugges-
tion as in table 3.  

7   Conclusion 

We have presented two algorithms, BF-SATPlan and BF*, that are suitable to dis-
cover and compose a large number of web services under static and dynamic envi-
ronments. However, there remain several future research directions. First, current 
work only handles syntactic matches between web services. To support semantic 
matches (e.g., “Lastname” for “Familyname”), more ingenious methods (e.g., Ontol-
ogy matching under Semantic web) need to be developed. Second, once web service 
composition is done, in practice, one may still have to “negotiate” or “auction” with 
agents to execute plans. This requires the support for loops [11]. Finally, we are 
currently implementing the proposed algorithms, and plan to do extensive 
experiments afterward.   
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